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Introduction
Background
This report aims to identify and recommend existing sentiment frameworks suitable for the
Impact & Insight Toolkit (Toolkit). The report has been conducted in response to National
Portfolio Organisation (NPO) feedback from Counting What Counts’ (CWC) Artform &
Museum Metrics Strand (AMMS). NPOs that took part in AMMS workshops requested new
sentiment dimensions to capture overall feelings among audiences and peers. Furthermore,
in individual conversations with NPOs, as part of AMMS, it was suggested that the Toolkit
needs to capture a breadth of emotions, including negative feelings.
Identifying an appropriate sentiment framework will allow CWC to implement a new set of
sentiment dimensions within the Toolkit. The purpose of implementing sentiment
dimensions is to: complement and enrich existing dimensions, allowing arts organisations to
gain more insight from evaluations; benefit the art sector as a whole by contributing to an
anonymous aggregate dataset.
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As such the report will evaluate sentiment framework options against two criteria:
•
•

How complete the framework is (i.e. does it encompass positive and negative
emotions).
Suitability to be adapted to Toolkit dimensions.

Approach
Sentiment frameworks are intrinsically linked to emotion classification. Emotion
classification is a means to distinguish or categorise emotions. There are two dominant
viewpoints within the field of emotion classification: that emotions are discrete and
fundamentally different constructs (discrete models); that emotions can be characterised on
a dimensional basis in groupings (dimensional models).
This report will identify four emotion classifications that could form the basis for a suitable
sentiment framework. It will focus on emotion classifications which utilise dimensional and
hybrid models; these models are widely employed within psychology and market research as
they offer more complete sentiment frameworks.
The report will start with Plutchik’s Model, it will then go on to detail three emotion
classifications, the Circumplex Model, the PAD Model and the PANA Model, that are closely
linked to methods of self-reporting sentiment, also known as affect measures.
Affect measures are used to study human affect (including emotions and mood) and refer to
measures obtained from self-reporting studies asking participants to quantify their current
feelings. Affect measures tend to be based on a specific approach to emotion classification.
This report will look at the following affect measures that use self-reporting surveys: the
Affective Slider (AS), the Self-assessment Manikin (SAM), the PANAS Scale, the PANAVAKS Scale and the LE-PANAVA Scale.

Research Methods
The report has been compiled using desk-based online research, working primarily with the
browser Chrome and Google search engine. All information and examples contained within
the report are publicly available. Where academic papers have been accessed online,
previews and extracts have been used where the full text is unavailable.
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Description of Options
1. Plutchik’s Model
The Plutchik Model was initially introduced by Robert Plutchik in 1958, and subsequently
developed into Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions in 1980. The model, a hybrid of discrete and
dimensional theories, considered there to be eight primary emotions: anger, fear, sadness,
disgust, surprise, anticipation, trust and joy. His wheel of emotions was developed to
visually describe how these emotions relate. The wheel presents an additional twenty-four
‘Primary, ‘Secondary’ and ‘Tertiary’ dyads (feelings composed of two emotions).

Figure 1: Robert Plutchik's Wheel of Emotions

The benefit of this option is that it presents a complete sentiment framework that
encompasses nuanced positive and negative emotions. However, as this is an emotion
classification, rather than an affect measure, it would need to be adapted to the selfreporting survey format. This could be achieved by adapting the primary emotions or
additional dyads into sentiment dimensions. A limitation of this option is that not all language
used in the model is appropriate for Toolkit users.
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2. Circumplex Model of Emotion
In contrast to Plutchik’s Model, the Circumplex Model of Emotion, developed by James
Russell in 1980, maps emotions along x and y axis in a two-dimensional circular space.
Based on the theory of multi-dimensional emotions, arousal (activation vs deactivation)
represents the vertical axis and valence (unpleasant vs pleasant) represents the horizontal
axis, while the centre represents neutral. Emotional responses are plotted on the circumplex
according to their levels of arousal and valence.

Figure 2: Circumplex Model of Emotion

The Affective Slider (AS)
The Affective Slider (AS), developed by Aberto Betella and Paul Verschure in 2016, is a
language free affect measure based on the Circumplex Model. Composed of two slider
controls for the quick assessment of arousal and valence, AS was created as a
contemporary alternative to the more widely used Self-assessment Manikin (SAM).

Figure 4: The Affective Slider (AS)

The benefit of the Circumplex Model is that it presents a way to measure a range of positive
and negative emotions using two dimensions: arousal and valence. A limitation is that
dimensions scores need to be plotted onto the Circumplex Model to be ‘read’ by Toolkit
users. In addition, the language is not appropriate for Toolkit users. However, AS presents a
non-verbal, digital means to measure these dimensions.
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3. PAD Emotional State Model
The PAD Emotional State Model, developed by Albert Mehrabian and James Russell in
1974, uses three dimensions to represent all emotions. The PAD dimensions are: pleasure,
arousal and dominance. PAD is a development of the Circumplex Model of Emotion. The
PAD Model is commonly used in market research to study consumer behaviour.

Figure 3: PAD Emotional State Model

Self-assessment Manikin (SAM)
The Self-assessment Manikin (SAM), developed by Peter Lang in 1980, is a language-free
affect measure based on the PAD Model. It consists of three rows of pictograms, each of
which use stylised figures to capture one dimension on a five-point scale. The use of SAM is
widespread within phycology and market research.

Figure 4: Self-Assessment Manikin
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The benefit of the PAD Model is that it presents a way to measure a range of positive and
negative emotions using three dimensions: pleasure, arousal, dominance. The addition of a
third dimension, dominance, enables the model to capture a more nuanced range of
emotions than the Circumplex Model. A limitation is that the language is not appropriate for
Toolkit users. However, SAM offers a widely used, quick, accessible, engaging, less
intrusive approach that minimises survey fatigue. A limitation of SAM is that it’s visual
design may seem dated to users.
Much like the Circumplex Model, the PAD Model does not measure specific emotions.
However, scores can be used to plot emotions by using, for example, the Semantic
Differential Scale devised by Albert Mehrabian and James Russell in 1974.

Figure 5: Semantic Differential Scale
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4. PANA Model
The Positive Activation – Negative Activation (PANA) Model, developed by Auke Tellegen
and David Watson in 1985, is based on the idea that positive and negative affect are two
separate systems.

Figure 6: PANA Model

PANAS Scale
The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) Scale, developed from the PANA
Model by Lee Clark, Auke Tellegen and David Watson in 1988, is a widely used self-report
measure for capturing emotions. The PANAS Scale consists of twenty words, ten negative
and ten positive, which users self-report on a five-point scale. The gathered data is used to
create a final score indicating high positive affectivity, low positive affectivity, low negative
affectivity or high negative affectivity.
A benefit of the PANA model and PANAS Scale is that they recognise that positive and
negative emotions can be experienced at the same time. The framework is widely used to
capture emotion, however, it doesn’t initially present itself as easily adaptable to Toolkit use
due to it consisting of twenty individual items. A subset of these items would need to be
selected for the Toolkit to minimise survey fatigue.
A limitation of the PANA Model and PANAS Scale is that they do not include many common
positive emotion words such as ‘happy’ or ‘joyful’, but instead include items such
as ‘alert’, ‘active’, and ‘attentive’ that may not always be positive in meaning. Similarly, the
measure of negative affect does not include many common negative emotion words such
as ‘sad’ and ‘angry’.
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Figure 7: PANAS Scale
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PANAVA-KS Scale
Much like the PANAS Scale, the PANAVA-KS Scale, developed by Urs Schallberger in
2005, is based on the PANA Model. However, unlike the PANAS Scale, it introduces a
further element, valence, uses bipolar scales and consists of ten items.

Figure 8: PANAVA-KS Scale

A benefit of the PANAVA-KS Scale is that it employs accessible language suitable for Toolkit
users. Due to the format of the scale, it needs minimal adaptation. For example,
‘satisfaction’ could be used as a sentiment dimension alongside the dimension statement ‘It
made me feel satisfied’; using a sliding scale the user could select a point on the slider.
A limitation of the PANAVA-KS is that, much like the PANAS Scale, the number of items
within the scale would need to be reduced for the Toolkit. In addition, PANAVA-KS is
generally used as an Experience Sampling Method (ESM) to measure emotion over time
from the same group or individual, rather than comparing the results of multiple individuals
for the same event/experience. However, it does present a starting point for measuring
sentiment that could be adapted for the Toolkit.
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LE-PANAVA Scale
The Lebender Emoticon PANAVA Scale (LE-PANAVA), developed by Marc Schreiber and
Gregor Jenny in 2020, is based on the ten item verbal PANAVA-KS Scale. The LE-PANAVA
Scale consists of five items capturing positive emotion, negative emotion and valence. The
LE-PANAVA Scale has been designed for use on digital devices.

Figure 10: LE-PANAVA Scale

A benefit of the LE-PANAVA Scale is that it presents a concise five item subset of PANAVAKS and PANAS Scale items, minimising the risk of Toolkit users experiencing survey fatigue.
The LE-PANAVA Scale employs accessible language and images suitable for Toolkit users
and, much like the PANAVA-KS Scale, due to its format, needs minimal adaptation. A
limitation is that the gathered data, as with PANAVA-KS and PANAS Scale, is used to create
a final score that needs to be ‘read’ by Toolkit users to understand whether it is indicating
high positive affectivity, low positive affectivity, low negative affectivity or high negative
affectivity. However, due to the accessible language used, it has the benefit of individual
item metrics being readily understood by Toolkit users.
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Comparison of Options
The report will now compare the identified options against the evaluation criteria.
In terms of identifying a complete framework that encompasses positive and negative
emotions, Plutchik’s Model, in particular the development of the Wheel of Emotion, presents
the most nuanced option. Because Plutchik’s model is a discrete and dimensional model
hybrid, it has the benefit of both a visual interrelated framework and distinct emotional
categories. In contrast, the Circumplex Model and PAD Model, despite presenting a
complete framework, both require a further step for results to be ‘read’ and understood. As
such, the results may be too abstract for Toolkit users and consequently difficult to interpret.
The PANA Model is the only framework that recognises the experience of positive and
negative emotions simultaneously, however it is designed to be understood through the
generation of a final emotion score. Despite this, due to the accessible language used in the
PANA Model’s associated affect measures, the PANAVA-KS Scale and LE-PANAVA Scale,
Toolkit users would be more readily able to understand individual metric results as well as
derive more complex emotional analysis from the final emotion score.
In terms of identifying a framework suitable to be adapted to dimension statements within the
Toolkit, Plutchik’s Model would need to be radically adapted, as it does not have a closely
associated affect measure. For example, you could identify bipolar items such as ‘joy’ and
‘sadness’ and present them on a sliding scale. However, due to the nature of the
framework, not all emotions have a clear opposite within the wheel, for example ‘fear’ is
opposite ‘anger’. In contrast, the Circumplex Model and PAD Model both present a clear
way to measure a full range of emotions through two or three dimension questions
respectively, however the language used would need to be adapted for Toolkit users. AS
and SAM presents a non-verbal way that Circumplex Model and PAD Model language could
be made more accessible. The PANA Model, despite being the basis for the widely used
PANAS Scale affect measure, doesn’t initially present itself as easily adaptable to Toolkit
use due to the language used and its twenty individual items. However, the PANAVA-KS
Scale and LE-PANAVA Scale, consisting of ten and five items respectively, present
accessible bipolar scales that require minimal adaptation.

Final Recommendation
The four options identified within this report all present benefits and limitations. As such, this
report recommends implementing the PANA Model in combination with the LE-PANAVA
Scale. The PANA Model presents a complete, readily understandable, sentiment framework
that can be measured using only five items in the LE-PANAVA Scale.
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The LE-PANAVA Scale can be adapted to the Toolkit in several ways. For example:
•

Each of the five items could be adapted into separate dimensions.

•

The LE-PANAVA Scale could be adapted to a dimension statement and the five
items contained within as a question matrix (e.g. ‘Sentiment: It made me feel a
particular way’).
The LE-PANAVA Scale could remain unadapted and be added to the platform using
the terminology ‘Affect Measure’.

•

If the LE-PANAVA Scale is adapted into five separate dimensions, guidance would need to
be created regarding the importance of using all five dimensions to make full use of the
PANA framework. Dimension questions, on average, take a respondent five seconds to
answer, meaning the scale would take respondents twenty-five seconds to answer in total.
A limitation of all affect measures is that they are designed to capture the current emotion of
a respondent. This needs to be considered if respondents are completing a survey a long
time after an event. Wording may need to be used to indicate how the respondent should
answer, for example, rather than ‘How do you feel at the moment?’ being used, the past
tense ‘How did you feel during the event?’ could be used.

Conclusion
To conclude, this report recommends implementing the LE-PANAVA Scale. The LEPANAVA Scale has a concise framework, captures both positive and negative affect and
presents several options for Toolkit dimension adaptation.
Going forward CWC will need to consider not only how the LE-PANAVA Scale is adapted as
a Toolkit dimension, but also how the subsequent collected data will be presented to Toolkit
users on the Culture Counts platform. Decisions around how the data is accessed by users,
for example, in the form of charts or as raw data, will impact what support guidance needs to
be developed.
Support guidance developed will, in general, need to consider: the relationship between the
affect measure, the LE-PANAVA Scale, and the emotion classification, the PANA Model; the
importance of using the full five item LE-PANAVA Scale; how to gain insights from the
collected data.
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